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CONVERSE THEOREM MEETS GAUSS SUMS
CHUFENG NIEN AND LEI ZHANG
(WITH AN APPENDIX BY ZHIWEI YUN)
Abstract. This paper verifies nˆ1 Local Converse Theorem for twisted
gamma factors of irreducible cuspidal representations of GLnpFpq, for
n ď 5, and of irreducible generic representations, for n ă q´1
2
?
q
` 1 in
the appendix by Zhiwei Yun, where p is a prime and q is a power of p.
The counterpart of nˆ 1 converse theorem for level zero cuspidal repre-
sentations also follows the established relation between gamma factors
of GLnpFq and that of GLnpFqq, where F denotes a p-adic field whose
residue field is isomorphic to Fq. For n “ 6, examples failed nˆ 1 Local
Converse Theorem over finite fields are provided and the authors pro-
pose a set of primitive representations, for which n ˆ 1 gamma factors
should be able to detect a unique element in it.
For m, n P N, in the spirit of Langlands functorial lifting, we for-
mulate a conjecture to relate nˆm gamma factors of finite fields with
Gauss sums over extended fields.
1. Motivation
Let F be either a p-adic field F or a finite field Fq. In the celebrated paper
[JP-SS83], Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro, and Shalika defined the local gamma
factors Γps, π ˆ τ, ψq through the functional equation of Rankin-Selberg in-
tegrals for a pair of irreducible generic representations, π of GLnpFq and τ
of GLtpFq. Then a natural question in representation theory arises: “How
much invariants of a cuspidal (or generic) representation can be determined
in terms of its twisted gamma factors?”
Question 1.1 (nˆm Local Converse Problem). Let π1 and π2 be irreducible
(super)cuspidal representations representations of GLnpF q. Suppose that the
gamma factors Γps, π1ˆτ, ψq “ Γps, π2ˆτ, ψq for all τ P T pmq, where m ď n
and
T pmq “
ž
1ďdďm
tτ : τ is an irreducible generic representation of GLdpF qu.
Can we deduce that π1 – π2?
Key words and phrases. Whittaker models, Gamma factors, Gauss sums, p-adic
Gamma function, Kloosterman sheaves.
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In 1993, Henniart answered Question 1.1 with nˆpn´ 1q Local Converse
Theorem in [He93]. In 1996, Jeff Chen proved n ˆ pn ´ 2q Local Converse
Theorem in [Ch96]. However, a conjecture credited to Jacquet predicted
that m “ rn
2
s should be enough to confirm Question 1.1 positively. For a
while, no further progress has been made towards Jacquet’s conjecture on
Local Converse Problem and eventually people try to look for inspiration
from finite field case.
Roditty in her thesis [Ro10], under the supervision of Soudry, considered
the finite field analogue of gamma factors γpπ1 ˆ τ, ψq for an irreducible
cuspidal represntation of GLnpFqq and an irreducible generic represntation
τ of GLnpFqq, for n ą t. She also verified nˆ pn´ 1q and nˆ pn´ 2q Local
Converse Theorems for GLnpFqq. In 2014, the first named author verified
the finite field analogue of Jacquet’s conjecture as follows.
Theorem 1.2 (nˆrn
2
s Local Converse Theorem for finite field case, [Ni14]).
Let π1 and π2 be two irreducible cuspidal representations of GLnpFqq with
the same central character. If
γpπ1 ˆ τ, ψq “ γpπ2 ˆ τ, ψq,
for all irreducible generic representation of GLrpFqq, 1 ď r ď rn2 s, then
π1 – π2.
In [JiNiS15], Nien, Jiang and Stevens set up a formulation for verify-
ing Jacquet’s conjecture and use this formulation to confirm many cases.
Following the formulation, Adrian, Liu, Stevens, and Xu ([ALSX16]) veri-
fied Jacquet’s conjecture for GLppFq for prime p. Finally, Jacquet and Liu
([JL16]), using analytic approaches, and Chai ([Cha16]), using p-adic Bessel
functions, independently settled this long standing conjecture.
Next, we may wonder if the bound rn
2
s is sharp for Question 1.1. In
[ALST17], Adrian, Liu, Stevens, and Tam showed that rn
2
s is the sharp
bound for necessary twisting in Local Converse Theorem for a pair of su-
percuspidal representations of GLnpFq, when n is a prime.
Inspired by [P-S01, Conjecture 2], Piatetski-Shapiro’s speculation on the
GL1-twisted global converse problem, rather than looking for a minimal set
of invariants to determine a representation uniquely (up to equivalence), we
are interested in how much information of representations carried by nˆ 1
gamma factors. Hence we recast Local Converse Problems as follows.
Question 1.3. Does there exist a (possibly maximal)subset Ω of irreducible
generic representations, whose elements can be uniquely characterized by
n ˆ 1 gamma factors? More precisely, we desire a canonical set Ω so that
for given π1, π2 P Ω, if γps, π1ˆω,ψq “ γps, π2 ˆω,ψq1 for all characters ω
of GL1pF q, then π1 – π2.
1When F is finite, a gamma function is merely a complex number independent of the
parameter s. Here we abuse by the notation γps, π1 ˆ ω, ψq to indicate the similarity of
related questions or conjectures over p-adic fields and over finite fields.
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In [BuH14], Bushnell and Henniart answered the above question with the
set of simple cuspidal representations (i.e. supercuspidal representations
with minimal positive depth) of GLnpFq over p-adic fields.
In this paper, we focus on the cases for the level zero supercuspidal repre-
sentations and its counterpart over finite fields. Different from those analytic
technique and algebraic approaches applied on Local Converse Theorem, we
appeal to the arithmetic natural encoded in gamma factors. The (abelian)
Gauss sums involved in the gamma factors over finite fields are algebraic
integers, and the fruitful results developed for (abelian) Gauss sums enable
us to extract the invariants for characterizing our target representations.
2. Introduction
First, we recall Green’s work on irreducible (trace) characters of GLnpFqq.
Throughout this paper, let p denote a prime and Fq be a finite field of
cardinality q.
Definition 2.1. A character of Fˆqn is called regular if it does not factor
through Nrn:d for all divisors d of n and 1 ď d ă n, where Nrn:d is the reduce
norm map from Fqn ÞÑ Fqd.
Two regular characters χ1, χ2 are called equivalent if χ1 “ χq
j
2
for
some integer j.
In [Gre55], Green constructed all irreducible trace characters of GLnpFqq
in terms of associated characters of
Fˆqn1 ˆ Fˆqn2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Fˆqnk , where n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk “ n.
Moreover, cuspidal representations of GLnpFqq are one-to-one correspond-
ing to the equivalence classes of the regular characters of Fˆqn , which can be
viewed as the Langlands correspondence for the finite field case. Remark
that Springer correspondence can completely parameterize all irreducible
representations of GLnpFqq via Deligne-Lusztig characters. See [Ca] for in-
stance.
Guided by the hypothesis of Langlands functoriality, there should exist a
tensor lifting from πˆ τ of GLnpFqqˆGLmpFqq to Π of GLmnpFqq such that
Π corresponds to the character χ ˝ Nrmn:n ¨ η ˝ Nrmn:m of Fˆqmn . Note that
the character χ˝Nrmn:n ¨η˝Nrmn:m is possibly not regular and then the cor-
responding representation Π is not cuspidal. We expect that Π corresponds
to the unique generic subrepresentation of
IndGLmn
GLn1ˆ¨¨¨ˆGLnkπ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ πk,
where n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nk “ mn and πi is a cuspidal representation of GLni . If
we extend Roditty’s gamma factors to generic ones through the multiplica-
tivity2, then γpΠˆ 1, ψq :“ śki“1 γpπi ˆ 1, ψq and we expect γpΠˆ 1, ψq “
2The multiplicativity of gamma factors of GLnpFqq has been established in Soudry’s
unpublished note.
3
q
2´m2´m
2 γpπˆτ, ψq. To answer Question 1.3, based on the known casem “ 1,
we proposed the following conjectural formula for gamma factors in terms
of the corresponding characters of Fˆqmn .
Conjecture 2.2. For n ą m, let π and τ be irreducible cuspidal representa-
tions of GLnpFqq and GLmpFqq respectively, and χ and η be the correspond-
ing regular characters of Fˆqn and of F
ˆ
qm. Then
(2.1) γpπ ˆ τ, ψq “ c ¨ χp´1qm´1ηp´1qn´1Gpχ ˝ Nrmn:n ¨ η ˝ Nrmn:m, ψq,
where
Gpβ, ψq :“
ÿ
aPFˆ
qN
βpaqψpTra´1q “
ÿ
aPFˆ
qN
β´1paqψpTraq
is the Gauss sum for a character β´1 of Fˆ
qN
, Tr is the reduced trace map
from FqN ÞÑ Fq and c “ p´1qmpn´1qq´mn`
m2`m
2 .
For instance, let n “ 2m and χi be regular characters of Fˆq2m where
i “ 1, 2, and πi be the cuspidal representations of GL2m corresponding to χi.
Presuming the validity of Conjecture 2.2, one has γpπ1ˆτ, ψq “ γpπ2ˆτ, ψq
is equivalent to Gpχi ¨η, ψqm “ Gpχi ¨η, ψqm for all cuspidal representations τ
of GLmpFqq, where η is the regular character associated to τ . Following our
method in Section 4, it is easy to check that if Gpχ1 ¨ η, ψqm “ Gpχ2 ¨ η, ψqm
for all characters η P Fˆˆqm , then χ1 “ χq
j
2
, which implies the even case of
Theorem 1.2.
The above conjecture interprets representation theoretic material in terms
of number theoretic objects. For the case m “ 1, this conjectural formula,
to be recalled in Theorem 3.7, has been verified by the first named author
in [Ni17]. When m divides n, Conjecture 2.2 and the multiplicativity of the
gamma factors imply Hasse-Davenport relation for the Gauss sums.
Now, Question 1.3 is reduced to the study of the twisted Gauss sums
in Eq. (2.1). Gross-Koblitz’s formula (to be introduced in section 4.1)
transforms the Gauss sums Gp¨, ψq into more computable p-adic Γ-functions.
By using Gross-Koblitz’s formula and Stickelberger’s Theorem, we are able
to track the values of η-twisted Gauss sums and obtain the following results
for GLnpFpq.
Theorem 2.3. Let p be a prime. Suppose π is an irreducible cuspidal rep-
resentations of GLnpFpq and n ď 5. If γpπ ˆ η, ψq “ γpτ ˆ η, ψq for all
characters η of Fpˆ , then π – τ .
Theorem 2.3 also holds for the level zero supercuspidal representations
by passing through the relation, to be built in Theorem 3.11, between the
twisted gamma factors for a pair of level zero supercuspidal representations
π b τ of GLnpFq ˆ GLtpFq and the twisted gamma factors for a pair of
cuspidal representations π0b τ0 of GLnpFpqˆGLtpFpq, where π (resp. τ) is
compactly induced from the inflation of π0 (resp. τ0q.
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Furthermore, Proposition 3.6 shows that the GL1pFqq-twisted gamma fac-
tors can be characterized by the Mellin transforms of the Bessel functions
Bπ,ψ, defined in Proposition 3.5. If those types of cuspidal representations
are uniquely determined by their GL1pFqq-gamma factors, the restrictions
of Bπ,ψ into GL1pFqq-(embedded in the left lower corner) are also unique.
By Theorems 2.3 and 3.6, the following uniqueness property in terms of
restricted values of Bessel functions holds.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that π and τ are irreducible cuspidal representa-
tions of GLnpFpq and n ď 5. If
Bπ,ψp
ˆ
0 In´1
a 0
˙
q “ Bτ,ψp
ˆ
0 In´1
a 0
˙
q, for all a P Fˆp ,
then π – τ .
In addition, we apply this method to investigate certain cases in Sections
4.4 and 4.5 for some particular primes p and higher ranks. In the inspiration
of Arthur’s work in [Ar], we introduce a primitive form of cuspidal repre-
sentations to formulate our conjecture for a possible answer to Question 1.3.
Let r be a prime divisor of n. For each regular character χ of Fˆqn , denote
by πχ a cuspidal representation of GLrpFqn{rq corresponding to χ, which is
called a primitive representation associated to χ.
Conjecture 2.5. For i “ 1, 2, let χi be a regular character of Fˆqn and r
be a prime divisor of n. If γpπχ1 ˆ η, ψq “ γpπχ2 ˆ η, ψq for all characters
η of Fˆ
qn{r . Then πχ1 – πχ2.
Note that in the above conjecture, we predict the validity of nˆ 1 Local
Converse Theorem when n is prime and m “ 1. We rewrite it in terms of
Gauss sums, as follows.
Conjecture 2.6. Let χ1 and χ2 be regular characters of F
ˆ
qn and n be a
prime. If Gpχ1 ¨ η, ψq “ Gpχ2 ¨ η, ψq for all η P Fˆqˆ , then χ1 “ χq
j
2
for some
j.
In the current paper, we verify Conjecture 2.6 for the cases n ď 5, r “ 1, q
is a prime in Theorem 2.3 and the cases when q “ 2 and 2n´1 is a Mersenne
prime in Section 4.4. In Section 4.5, we use the results of pure Gauss sum
to give counter-examples to nˆ1 Local Converse Theorem, when q “ 3 and
n ě 6 is even. In fact, these counter-examples motivate the formulation of
the above conjectures.
After a primitive version of this paper is sent to Zhiwei Yun, he showed
us a parallel statement in terms of Kloosterman sheaves and proved very
general results.
Theorem 2.7 (Theorem A.1 in Appendix). Let n ě 1 be an integer sat-
isfying n ă q´1
2
?
q
` 1. Let χ1, χ2 : Fˆqn Ñ Cˆ two characters. Suppose
that
Gpχ1 ¨ η, ψq “ Gpχ2 ¨ η, ψq,
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for any character η : Fqˆ Ñ Cˆ. Then χ1 and χ2 are in the same Frobenius
orbit, i.e., there exists j P Z such that χ1 “ χq
j
2
.
More generally, referring to Remark A.3, under the same assumption on n,
Theorem A.1 holds for any character χ : Aˆ Ñ Cˆ of any e´tale Fq-algebra A
of degree n. Such characters correspond to the generic representations σχ of
Levi subgroups of GLn. Applying the multiplicativity of the gamma factors
defined by Roditty, the Gauss sum GApχ,ψq defined in Remark A.3 is the
gamma factor of the generic subrepresentation of the induced representations
from σχ. Hence, it follows that Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 also hold for
all irreducible generic representations when n ă q´1
2
?
q
` 1. Hence, the set of
all irreducible generic representations is the desired one to answer Question
1.3 when n ă q´1
2
?
q
` 1.
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3. Local Gamma factor and converse theorem
3.1. Whittaker models. Let F be either a finite field or a p-adic field. In
this section all groups are considered over F unless state otherwise. Let ψ be
a fixed nontrivial additive character of F . Let Un be the unipotent radical
of the standard Borel subgroup Bn of GLn. Denote by Pn the mirabolic
subgroup of GLn, consisting of matrices in GLn, whose last row equal to
p0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, 1q. Let Zn denote the center of GLn.
Definition 3.1. A character ψ1 of Un is called non-degenerate if
ψ1puq “ ψp
n´1ÿ
i“1
aiui,i`1q, for u “ pui,jq P Un,
for some ai P Fˆ. Also, we denote by ψn, the standard non-degenerate
character given by
ψnpuq “ ψp
n´1ÿ
i“1
ui,i`1q, for u “ pui,jq P Un.
Definition 3.2. Let π be an irreducible representation of GLn. Given a
non-degenerate character ψ1 of Un, we call π ψ1-generic if
dimHomGLnpπ, IndGLnUn ψ1q ‰ 0.
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If π is ψ1-generic, then it is also ψ2-generic for any other non-degenerate
character ψ2 of Un. Therefore, we will use the term “genericity” instead of
“ψ1-genericity” from now on. In the following, we recall some well known
results about Whittaker models.
Theorem 3.3 (Uniqueness of Whittaker model). Let π be an irreducible
representation of GLn. Then
dimHomUnpπ|Un , ψnq “ dimHomGLnpπ, IndGLnUn ψnq ď 1.
When π is generic, the above Hom-space is of dimension one. Let ℓψn P
HomUnpπ|Un , ψnq be a nonzero Whittaker functional of π. Then for v P Vπ,
defineWvpgq :“ ℓψnpπpgqvq, which is called the Whittaker function attached
to the vector v and belongs to the induced representation IndGLn
Un
ψn. By
Theorem 3.3, the subspace generated by all Whittaker functions Wvpgq is
unique and will be denoted byWpπ, ψnq. This space is called theWhittaker
model of π. It is known that any irreducible (super)cuspidal representation
of GLnpF q is generic.
3.2. Gamma factors over finite fields. In [Ro10], Roditty considered a
finite-field-analogue of Tate’s thesis for the local functional equation and
defined the gamma factor for a character of Fqˆ as the proportional factor.
For n ą 1, the functional equations for irreducible cuspidal representations
of GLnpFqq and irreducible generic representation τ of GLtpFqq with n ą t
are established in the following Theorem.
Theorem 3.4 ([Ro10, Theorems 5.1 and 5.4] or [Ni14, Theorem 2.10]). Let
π be an irreducible cuspidal representation of GLnpFqq and τ an irreducible
generic representation of GLtpFqq, with n ą t. Then there exists a complex
number γpπ ˆ τ, ψq such that
γpπ ˆ τ, ψqqtk
ÿ
mPUtzGLtpFqq
ÿ
xPMn´t´k´1,t
Wπp
ˆ
m 0 0
x In´t´k´1 0
0 0 Ik`1
˙
qWτ pmq
“
ÿ
mPUtzGLtpFqq
ÿ
yPMt,k
Wπp
ˆ
0 In´t´k 0
0 0 Ik
m 0 y
˙
qWτ pmq,
for all 0 ď k ď n´ t´ 1, Wπ PWpπ, ψnq and Wτ PWpτ, ψ´1t q, where
wn,t “
´
It 0
0 wn´t
¯
.
Proposition 3.5 ([Ge70, Proposition 4.5] or [Ro10, Lemma 6.1.1]). Let π
be an irreducible generic representation of GLnpFqq and χπ its character.
Define
Bpgq “ |UnpFqq|´1
ÿ
uPUn
ψnpu´1qχπpguq, for g P GLnpFqq.
Then B satisfies the following conditions:
(1) B PWpπ, ψnq;
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(2) Bpu1gu2q “ ψnpu1u2qB, for all g P GLnpFqq, u1, u2 P Un;
(3) BpInq “ 1.
We call B in Theorem 3.5 the Bessel function of π with respect to ψ and
denote it by Bπ,ψ. Then one gains the following nice expression of twisted
gamma factors in terms of their Bessel functions.
Proposition 3.6 ([Ro10, Lemma 6.1.4]). Let π be an irreducible cuspidal
representation of GLnpFqq and τ be an irreducible generic representation of
GLrpFqq, r ă n. Then
γpπ ˆ τ, ψq “
ÿ
UrzGLrpFqq
Bπ,ψ
ˆ
0 In´r
m 0
˙
Bτ,ψ´1pmq.
In [Ni17] the first author relates n ˆ 1 local gamma factor with abelian
Gauss sums through Green’s construction [Gre55]. Denote by pFqˆ the set of
isomorphism classes of characters of Fqˆ .
Theorem 3.7 ([Ni17]). Let π be an irreducible cuspidal representation of
GLnpFqq, n ě 2 and τ P pFqˆ . Then
(3.1) γpπ ˆ τ, ψq “ p´q´1τp´1qqn´1
ÿ
aPFˆ
qn
ψpTra´1qηπpaqτpNrn:1paqq,
where ηπ is the regular character of F
ˆ
qn corresponding to π in Green’s con-
struction and Tr denotes the trace map from Fqn ÞÑ Fq.
Note that the above theorem implies that the gamma factors defined by
[Ro10] through the Rankin–Selberg convolution is consistent with the ones
constructed by Braverman and Kazhdan in [BrK00, Section 9.2].
3.3. Local gamma factors for generic representations of GLnpFq.
First we review the basic setting of local gamma factors attached to a pair of
irreducible generic representations, for details of which we refer to [JP-SS83].
We denote by oF the ring of integers in F , by pF the prime ideal in oF ,
and by kF the residue field of F , of cardinality q. We may omit the subscript
F , when no confusing about the field F may cause. Denote by c-Ind the
compact induction functor, Kn :“ GLnpoq the maximal compact subgroup
of GLnpFq, Pn “ In `Mnppq. Fix a nontrivial additive character ψF of F
such that ψF is trivial on p and nontrivial on o. For an element k P o, define
k¯ P Fq to be its reduction modulo p. Define
ψpk¯q “ ψF pkq, for k P o.
Then ψ is a nontrivial additive character of Fq. Let Φn be the standard
non-degenerate character of UnpFq defined in Definition 3.1 in terms of ψF .
Define
ψnpk¯q “ Φnpkq, for k P Kn XUnpFq.
Then ψn is the standard non-degenerate character of UnpFqq in terms of ψ.
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Let n, t ě 1 be integers and let π and τ be irreducible generic represen-
tations of GLnpFq and GLtpFq respectively, with the central characters ωπ
and ωτ respectively. Let Wπ P Wpπ,Φnq be a Whittaker function of π
and Wτ PWpτ,Φ´1t q be a Whittaker function of τ . Since it is the only case
of interest to us here, we suppose that n ą t.
Let Mkˆm denote the set of kˆm matrices. If j is an integer for which n´
t´ 1 ě j ě 0, a local zeta integral for the pair pπ, τq is defined by
ZpWπ,Wτ , s; jq :“
ż
g
ż
x
Wπ
¨˝
g 0 0
x In´t´1´j 0
0 0 Ij`1
‚˛Wτ pgq|det g|s´n´t2 dxdg,
where the integration in the variable g is over UtpFqzGLtpFq and the inte-
gration in the variable x is over Mpn´t´1´jqˆtpFq.
For g P GLnpFq, we denote by Rg the right translation action of g on
functions from GLnpFq to C, and we put wn,t “
´
It 0
0 wn´t
¯
. In [JP-SS83],
Jacquet, Piatetski-Shapiro, and Shalika proved the following celebrated the-
orem.
Theorem 3.8 ([JP-SS83, Section 2.7]). With notation as above, the follow-
ing hold.
(i) Each integral ZpWπ,Wτ , s; jq is absolutely convergent for Repsq suf-
ficiently large and is a rational function of q´s.
(ii) There exists a rational function in q´s such that
(3.2) ZpRwn,tĂWπ,ĂWτ , 1´ s;n´ t´ j ´ 1q
“ ωτ p´1qn´1Γps, π ˆ τ, ψF qZpWπ,Wτ , s; jq.
Corollary 3.9 (Corollary 2.7, [JiNiS15]). Let π1, π2 be irreducible generic
representations of GLnpFq. If their local gamma factors Γps, π1 ˆ χ,ψF q
and Γps, π2 ˆ χ,ψF q are equal as functions in the complex variable s, for
any character χ of Fˆ, then π1 and π2 possess the same central character.
Recall from [PS08, Section 5] the formulation of generalized Bessel func-
tions for the p-adic case. Let U Ă M Ă K be compact open subgroups
of K. Let τ be an irreducible smooth representation of K and let Ψ be a
linear character of U . Take an open normal subgroup N of K, which is con-
tained in Kerpτq X U . Let χτ be the (trace) character of τ . The associated
generalized Bessel function J : K Ñ C of τ is defined by
(3.3) J pgq :“ rU : N s´1
ÿ
uPU{N
Ψpu´1qχτ pguq.
This is independent of the choice of N .
Proposition 3.10 ([PS08, Proposition 5.3]). Assume that the data intro-
duced above satisfy the following:
‚ τ |M is an irreducible representation of M; and
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‚ τ |M – IndMU pΨq.
Then the generalized Bessel function J of τ enjoys the following properties:
(1) J p1q “ 1;
(2) J phgq “ J pghq “ ΨphqJ pgq for all h P U and g P K;
(3) if J pgq ‰ 0, then g intertwines Ψ; in particular, ifm PM, then J pmq ‰
0 if and only if m P U ;
3.4. Supercuspidal representations of GLnpFq. For the rest of this sec-
tion, we refer to [BuH98] for undefined notation involving construction of
supercuspidal representations of GLnpFq. Let π be an irreducible unitariz-
able supercuspidal representation of GLnpFq. By [BuH98, Proposition 1.6],
there is an extended maximal simple type pJπ,Λπq in π such that
HomUnXJpipΦn,Λπq ‰ 0.
Since Λπ restricts to a multiple of some simple character θπ P CpA, β, ψF q,
one obtains that θπpuq “ Φnpuq for all u P UnXH1π. As in [PS08, Definition
4.2], one defines a character Ψn : pJπ XUnqH1π Ñ Cˆ by
(3.4) Ψnpuhq :“ Φnpuqθπphq,
for all u P Jπ XUn and h P H1π. By [PS08, Theorem 4.4], the data
Kπ “ Jπ, τπ “ Λπ, Mπ “ pJπ X PnqJ1π , Uπ “ pJπ XUnqH1π, and Ψ “ Ψn
satisfy the conditions in Proposition 3.10 and hence define a generalized
Bessel function J .
Now we define a function Bπ : GLnpFq Ñ C by
(3.5) Bπpgq :“
#
ΦnpuqJπpjq if g “ uj with u P Un, j P Jπ,
0 otherwise,
which is well-defined by Proposition 3.10(ii). Then, by [PS08, Theorem
5.8], Bπ is a Whittaker function for π. By Proposition 3.10, the restriction
of Bπ to Pn has a particularly simple description: for g P Pn,
(3.6) Bπpgq “
#
Ψnpgq if g P pJπ XUnqH1π;
0 otherwise.
A level zero supercuspidal representation of GLnpFq, is given by
π – c-IndGLnpFq
ZnpFqKnpFqωτ,
for some irreducible cuspidal representation τ of GLnpFqq, where ω is a
character of Zn satisfying ω|ZnXKnpkq “ τpk¯q and q is the cardinality of the
residue field of F .
Theorem 3.11. For i “ 1, 2, let πi – c-IndGLni pFqZni pFqKni pFqωiτi, be irreducible,
level zero supercuspidal, unitarizable representations of GLnipFq, n1 ą n2.
Then
ω2p´1qn1´1Γps, π1 ˆ π2, ψF q “ q
n2pn1´n2´1q
2 γpτ1 ˆ τ2, ψq.
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Remark that the depth zero supercuspidal representations are of conduc-
tor 0 and then their gamma factors are complex numbers instead of rational
functions in qs.
Proof. In the level zero case, Jπi “ Kni ,Jπi “ ZniKni , J1πi “ H1πi “ Pni , θπi “
1, and Nπi “ Pni . Since Uπi{Nπi – UnipFqq, the generalized Bessel function
for τi is given by
Jipgq “ rUπi : Nπis´1
ÿ
uPUpii{Npii
Ψpu´1qχτipguq
“ 1|UnipFqq|
ÿ
uPUpii{Npii
Ψpu´1qχτipguq, for i “ 1, 2.
TheWhittaker function Bπi , defined in Eq. (3.5), are supported in UniKniZni .
Note that for u P Uni XKni , k P Kni , Jπipkuq “ ΦnipuqJπipkq, so
(3.7) Jπipkq “ Bτipk¯q, for k P Kni ,
where Bτi is the Bessel function of τi in terms of ψni .
Since the support of Bπi Ă UnipFqKniZnipFq, by Eq. (3.5) and (3.7),ż
gPUn2pFqXKn2zKn2
ż
x
Bpi1
¨˝
g 0 0
x In1´n2´j´1 0
0 0 Ij`1
‚˛Bpi2pgq| det g|s´n1´12 dxdg
“ VolpUn2poqPn2qVolpMpn1´n2´j´1qˆn2ppqq
ˆ
ÿ
g¯PUn2pFqqzGLn2pFqq, x¯PMpn1´n2´j´1qˆn2 pFqq
Bτ1
¨˝
g¯ 0 0
x¯ In1´n2´j´1 0
0 0 Ij`1
‚˛Bτ2pg¯q,
where VolpSq denotes the volume of the set S relative to the corresponding
Haar measure and the integral domain of x is Mpn1´n2´j´1qˆn2poq. Similarly,ż
g
ż
x
Bπ1
¨˝
0 In1´n2´j 0
0 0 Ij
g 0 x
‚˛Bπ2pgq|det g|s´n1´12 dxdg
“ VolpUn2poqPn2qVolpMn2ˆjppqq
ˆ
ÿ
g¯PUn2 pFqqzGLn2 pFqq, x¯PMn2ˆjpFqq
Bτ1
¨˝
0 In1´n2´j 0
0 0 Ij
g¯ 0 x¯
‚˛Bτ2pg¯q,
where the integral domains of g and x are Un2pFqXKn2zKn2 and Mn2ˆjpoq
respectively.
By Proposition 23.1 [BuH06], the self dual Haar measure on F is given
by Volpoq “ q 12 . Then by the functional equation in Theorems 3.8 and 3.4,
ω2p´1qn1´1Γps, π1 ˆ π2, ψF q “ q
n2pn1´n2´1q
2 γpτ1 ˆ τ2, ψq.

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4. Main results
This section is devoted to the proof of the main results. Since Gauss sums
has been well developed for yFˆpn instead ofyFˆqn , for q “ pr with r ą 1. Our
main results are restricted to the prime field case Fp.
Let p be a prime. Choose the nontrivial additive character ψ of Fp such
that ψp1q “ ε, where ε is a primitive p-th root of unity. For a character χ
of Fˆpn , define the Gauss sum Spχq by
Spχq “
ÿ
xPFˆ
pn
χpxqψpTrpxqq P Qpµpn´1, µpq,
where Tr is the trace map from Fpn to Fp and µN is the group of all N -th
roots of unity.
In terms of Green’s construction, Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 4.4, we recall
Conjecture 2.6.
Conjecture 4.1 (Local Converse Theorem on Gauss Sums). Let χ1 and χ2
be two regular characters of Fˆpn and n be a prime. If
Spχ1 ¨ σq “ Spχ2 ¨ σq, for all σ P xFpˆ ,
then χ1 “ χp
i
2
for some integer i.
In this section, we will verify Conjecture 4.1 for n ď 5.
4.1. Gross-Koblitz formula. For the readers’ convenience, we recall Stick-
elberger’s Theorem and Gross-Koblitz formula in this section. One may refer
to [La90] for instance. In this section, we will prepare our technical tools on
the way to prove Theorem 2.3.
Define the Teichmu¨ller character
ω : Fˆpn ÞÑ µpn´1 by ωpuq ” u mod p,
where p is a prime ideal in Qpµpn´1q lying above the prime number p. In
fact, the residue class field of modulo p is identified with Fˆpn , and there
exists an isomorphism between µpn´1 and Fˆpn . Moreover, ω generates the
character group of Fˆpn .
For an integer k, define its p-adic expansion (module pn ´ 1) by
k ” k0 ` k1p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn´1pn´1 mod pn ´ 1
where 0 ď ki ď p´ 1. Define
spkq “ k0 ` k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn´1 and tpkq “ k0!k1! ¨ ¨ ¨ kn´1!.
Then sp¨q and tp¨q are ppn ´ 1q-periodical.
Theorem 4.2 (Stickelberger’s Theorem, [La90, Theorem 1.2.1]). For any
integer k, we have the following congruence:
Spω´kq ” ´pε´ 1q
spkq
tpkq mod P,
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where P is a prime ideal lying above p in Qpµpn´1, µpq. Moreover,
ordPSpω´kq “ spkq.
Recall that for a p-adic integer z in Zp (the ring of integers of Qp), the
p-adic gamma function is defined by
Γppzq “ lim
mÑzp´1q
m
ź
0ăjăm, pp,jq“1
j.
Theorem 4.3 (Gross-Koblitz formula, [GrKo79] or [La90, Theorem 15.4.3]).
One has
Spωaq “ p´1qnpnπ´spaq
n´1ź
i“0
Γpp1´ x p
ia
pn ´ 1yq,
where π is an element in the p-adic complex field Cp such that π
p´1 “ ´p
and xty is the smallest non-negative real number in the residue class modulo
Z for t P R.
Lemma 4.4. If Spω´αq “ Spω´βq, then ω´α and ω´β admit the same
restriction to Fpˆ .
Proof. Let g be a generator of the multiplicative group Fˆpn . Then g
pn´1
p´1 is
a generator of Fpˆ . It is enough to show that ω
´αpg p
n´1
p´1 q “ ω´βpg p
n´1
p´1 q.
Note
α ” β mod p´ 1 ðñ αp
n ´ 1
p´ 1 ” β
pn ´ 1
p´ 1 mod p
n ´ 1
ðñ ω´αpg p
n´1
p´1 q “ ω´βpg p
n´1
p´1 q.
Let α ” pα1, . . . , αnq and β ” pβ1, . . . , βnq be the p-adic expansions. Then
α ” řni“1 αi “ spαq mod p´ 1 and β ” spβq mod p´ 1. Since Spω´αq “
Spω´βq, spαq “ spβq by Theorem 4.2 and we have α ” β mod p´ 1. It
completes the proof of this Lemma. 
For a character χ of Fpˆ , we have ω
´α b pχ ˝ Nrn:1q “ ω´pα`kˆq for some
0 ď k ă p´1, where kˆ “ k ¨ pn´1
p´1 . Now we rewrite Conjecture 4.1 as follows.
Conjecture 4.5. Suppose that ω´α and ω´β are regular characters of Fˆpn
and n is a prime. If
(4.1) Spω´pα`kˆqq “ Spω´pβ`kˆqq
for all 0 ď k ă p´ 1, then α ” pjβ mod pn ´ 1 for some j.
For positive integers n and α, denote the p-adic expansion of α by
α ” pα1, . . . , αnq,
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when α ” řni“1 αipi´1 mod pn ´ 1, where 0 ď αi ď p ´ 1 for all i. For any
integer j, define αj “ αi for the unique 1 ď i ď n such that j ” i mod n.
Define
}α} :“ p}α}1, }α}2, }α}3, . . . , }α}rpαqq
where }α}i is the i-th largest element and rpαq is the number of distinct
elements in tα1, . . . , αnu respectively. Denote
mipαq “ #t1 ď j ď n | αj “ }α}iu
and mpαq “ pm1pαq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mrpαqpαqq.
Definition 4.6. We call ω´α (resp. α) and ω´β (resp. β) distinguishable
if Spω´pα`kˆqq ‰ Spω´pβ`kˆqq for some 0 ď k ă p ´ 1. We say that ω´α is
distinguishable if ω´α is distinguishable from any regular character ω´β.
In this case, we also call α distinguishable.
We call a collection of sets Si, consisting of non-equivalent regular charac-
ters of Fˆpn, distinguishable sets, if α and β are distinguishable whenever
α P Sj and β P Sk for any j ‰ k.
Remark 4.7. By Green’s construction, ω´α and ω´β are equivalent, if and
only if they corresponds to the same cuspidal representation of GLnpFqq.
Note that Spχpjq “ Spχq for any character χ of Fˆpn and the p-adic expansion
of pjα
(4.2) pjα ” pα1`j , α2`j , . . . , αn`jq mod pn ´ 1.
Now, to verify Conjecture 4.5 it suffices to show that all non-equivalent
regular characters are distinguishable.
In the following lemmas, we assume that ω´α and ω´β are regular char-
acters of Fˆpn. Let
α ” pα1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αnq and β ” pβ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , βnq.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose that ω´α and ω´β are regular. If Spωαq “ Spωβq,
then we have
(1) spαq “ spβq and tpαq ” tpβq mod p;
(2) Spω´αq “ Spω´βq.
Proof. Part (1) follows from Stickelberger’s Theorem in Theorem 4.2.
Referring to [La90, GS2 Section 1.1], one has Spω´αq “ ωαp´1qSpωαq.
By Lemma 4.4, ω´α and ω´β admit the same restriction to Fpˆ . It follows
that Spω´αq “ Spω´βq if and only if Spωαq “ Spωβq. 
To describe the p-adic expansion of α`zp´ a, we introduce the following
directed graph of the p-adic expansion modulo pn ´ 1.
Definition 4.9 (The a-th directed Graph of p-adic expansions). Let α ”
pα1, α2, . . . , αnq be the p-adic expansion modulo pn´1. For any 1 ď a ď p´1,
we define the a-th directed graph Gapαq of α as follows: for 1 ď k ď n, each
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αk is a vertex; if αk ă a´1, then there is no edge connected to αk; if αk ě a
and αk`1 ě a´ 1, then we assign a directed edge from αk to αk`1, denoted
by αk
aÑ αk`1; if αk “ αk`1 “ a´ 1, then we assign αk aÑ αk`1 only when
αk´1
aÑ αk.
Let Gapαq˝ denote the subgraph of Gapαq, which consists of connected
components containing at least one vertex ě a. Denote by vapαq the num-
bers of vertices in Gapαq˝.
Lemma 4.10. For α ” pα1, α2, . . . , αnq and any 1 ď a ď p´ 1, we have
(4.3) spα`zp´ aq “ spαq ` pp´ aqn´ vapαqpp ´ 1q.
Proof. If Gapαq˝ “ tαi | i P Iu is connected, then αi ě a´1 and pα`zp´ aqi “
αi ´ a ` 1 for all i P I. It follows that spα ` zp´ aq “ spαq ´ npa ´ 1q and
Eq. (4.3) holds in this case.
Assume that Gapαq˝ is not connected. For each connected component in
Gapαq˝
(4.4) αi
aÑ αi`1 aÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ aÑ αi`j´1;
αi ě a; αi`j ă a ´ 1, and either αi´1 ă a ´ 1 or αi´j “ a ´ 1, for
j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , i0, and αi´i0´1 ď a ´ 2 for some i0 ě 1. It follows that if
αk R Gapαq˝, pα ` zp´ aqk “ αk ` p ´ a or αk ` p ´ a ` 1. The latter case
happens when αk “ αi`j is next to some connected component (4.4) on
the right end. If αk P Gapαq˝, then pα ` zp´ aqk “ αk ´ a ` 1 ě 0 unless
αk “ αi is the leftmost vertex of the connected component (4.4), in which
case pα` zp´ aqi “ α´ a ě 0. Overall, we have
spα` zp´ aq “spαq ` pp ´ aqpn ´ vapαqq ´ pa´ 1qvapαq
“spαq ` pp ´ aqn ´ pp´ 1qvapαq,
which completes the proof this lemma. 
Lemma 4.11. Let ω´α and ω´β be regular. If Spω´pα`kˆqq “ Spω´pβ`kˆqq
for all 0 ď k ă p´ 1, then }α}1 “ }β}1 and }β}rpβq “ }α}rpαq.
Proof. Since Spω´pα`kˆqq “ Spω´β`kˆq for 0 ď k ă p´ 1, we have spα` kˆq “
spβ` kˆq for all 1 ď k ă p´1. Assume on the contrast that }α}1 ‰ }β}1. By
symmetry, it suffices to consider the case }α}1 ą }β}1. Take k “ p ´ }α}1
and then 1 ď k ă p´ 1. As }α}1 ą }β}1, 0 ă βi ` p´ }α}1 ď p´ 1 and
β ` kˆ ” pβ1 ` p´ }α}1, β2 ` p´ }α}1, . . . , βn ` p´ }α}1q.
Hence spβq ` nk “ spβ ` kˆq. By Eq. (4.3), one has
spα` kˆq “ spαq ` kn´ v}α}1pαqpp ´ 1q.
Since tαj | αj “ }α}1u Ă G}α}1pαq˝, v}α}1pαq ě m1pαq ą 0. Then
spα` kˆq ď spαq ` kn´ v}α}1pαqpp ´ 1q ă spβq ` kn “ spβ ` kˆq.
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It contradicts to the fact that spα` kˆq “ spβ` kˆq and spαq “ spβq following
Lemma 4.8. Thus }α}1 “ }β}1.
Next, by Lemma 4.8, we have Spω´p´α`kˆqq “ Spω´p´β`kˆqq for all 0 ď k ă
p´1. As´α ” pp´1´α1, . . . , p´1´αnq and ´β ” pp´1´β1, . . . , p´1´βnq,
we have }α}rpαq “ }β}rpβq due to } ´ α}1 “ } ´ β}1, which completes the
proof. 
Lemma 4.12. Let ω´α and ω´β be regular. Suppose that Spω´pα`kˆqq “
Spω´pβ`kˆqq for all 0 ď k ă p´1. Then tpα`kˆqi | 1 ď i ď nu “ tpβ`kˆqi | 1 ď
i ď nu as multi-sets for all 0 ď k ă p´ 1, when n ď 5.
Proof. It suffices to show that tαi | 1 ď i ď nu “ tβi | 1 ď i ď nu as
multi-sets. Write
ta1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě anu “ tαi | 1 ď i ď nu and tb1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě bnu “ tβi | 1 ď i ď nu
as multi-sets. First, we prove
(4.5) |ai ´ bi| ď 1 for all 1 ď i ď n.
Assume on the contrast am ´ bm ě 2. Since ta1, . . . , amu are vertices in
Gampαq˝, we have m ď vampαq. By bm ă am ´ 1, tbm, bm`1, . . . , bnu are not
in Gampβq˝ and then vampβq ď m´ 1. By Eq. (4.3), we have
spα` {p´ amq ď spαq ` npp´ amq ´ pp´ 1qm
ăspαq ` npp´ amq ´ pp ´ 1qpm´ 1q ď spβ ` {p´ amq,
which contradicts to our assumption.
Next, denote by
d` :“ #ti | ai ą biu and d´ :“ #ti | ai ă biu.
By Eq. (4.5) and spαq “ spβq, we have d` “ d´. Now, it suffices to show
that d` “ 0. By n ď 5 and Lemma 4.11, one has a1 “ b1 and an “ bn, so
d` ď 1.
If d` “ 1, we may assume that ai “ bi` 1 and aj “ bj ´ 1 for some i ‰ j.
By Lemma 4.8, tpαq{tpβq “ pbi ` 1q{bj ” 1 mod p. By bi ` 1, bj ď p´ 1, we
have ai “ bi` 1 “ bj “ aj ` 1, which contradicts with pai´ ajqpbi´ bjq ě 0.

We call α max-consecutive if there exists an integer n1,α such that 1 ď
n1,α ď n and tn1,α, n1,α` 1, . . . , n1,α`m1pαq´ 1u ” tj | αj “ }α}1u mod n.
We call α mini-consecutive if there exists an integer nr,α such that 1 ď
nr,α ď n and tnr,α, nr,α ` 1, . . . , nr,α `mrpαq ´ 1u ” tj | αj “ }α}ru mod n,
where r “ rpαq. It is easy to check that such n1,α (resp. nr,α) is unique.
Lemma 4.13. Let ω´α and ω´β be regular and ω´α|
Fpˆ
“ ω´β|
Fpˆ
. Suppose
that the entries of α`kˆ and β`kˆ are equal as multi-sets for all 0 ď k ă p´1.
Assume that }α}1´}α}r ą 1, where r “ rpαq. If α is max-consecutive, then
β is max-consecutive, and m1pαq “ m1pβq; αn1,α`m1pαq “ βn1,β`m1pβq. By
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symmetry, if α is mini-consecutive, then β is mini-consecutive, and mrpαq “
mrpβq; αnr,α`mrpαq “ βnr,β`mrpβq.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that tj | αj “ }α}1u “ t1, 2, . . . ,m1pαqu
and αn ‰ α1 “ β1 “ }α}1 ‰ βn. Otherwise, we may replace α and β by pjα
and pj
1
β for some j and j1, since the assumption also holds for pjα and pj1β
by Eq. (4.2).
Now, the entries of α` kˆ and β` kˆ are equal as multi-sets. Take z “ p´a
where a “ }α}1 and then 1 ď z ă p ´ 1. We consider the p-adic expansion
of α ` zˆ. Since Gapαq˝ is connected, pα ` zˆqi “ 1 for all 2 ď i ď vapαq and
pα ` zˆqi ‰ 1 for other i. As tpα ` zˆqi | 1 ď i ď nu “ tpβ ` zˆqi | 1 ď i ď nu
as multi-set, we have β is max-consecutive and m1pβq “ m1pαq.
If vapαq ą m1pαq, then αm1pαq`1 “ a ´ 1 and there is a zero entry other
than α11 in α ` kˆ “ pα11, ¨ ¨ ¨ , α1nq. To gain a zero entry other than β11 in
β ` zˆ “ pβ1
1
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , β1nq, we see that βm1pαq`1 “ a´ 1. If vapαq “ m1pαq, then
maxtαm1pαq`1, βm1pαq`1u ă a´1. For k “ p´a, we have the following p-adic
expansions of α` kˆ and β` zˆ: pα` zˆq1 “ pβ` zˆq1 “ 0; pα` zˆqi “ pβ` zˆqi “ 1
if 2 ď i ď m1pαq; pα` zˆqm1pαq`1 “ p´a`1`αm1pαq`1 and pβ` zˆqm1pαq`1 “
p ´ a ` 1 ` βm1pαq`1; pα ` zˆqi “ p ´ a ` αi and pβ ` zˆqi “ p ´ a ` βi for
m1pαq ` 1 ă i ď n. Since tαi | 1 ď i ď nu “ tβi | 1 ď i ď nu and tpα` zˆqi |
1 ď i ď nu “ tpβ ` zˆqi | 1 ď i ď nu as multi-sets, αm1pαq`1 “ βm1pαq`1
follows. 
Define
(4.6) Vmpαq “
nź
i“1
pαi ` αi`1p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αi`mpmq!1,
where N !1 “ śNi“1,pi,pq“1 i. Since we only focus on the residue classes of
Vmpαq modulo pm`1, we will abuse the notation and write
Vmpαq “ Vmpβq if Vmpαq ” Vmpβq mod pm`1.
Lemma 4.14. If Spωαq “ Spωβq, then Vmpαq “ Vmpβq, for m ě 0.
Proof. By Lemma 4.8, one has Spω´αq “ Spω´βq. Following from Theorem
4.2, we have spαq “ spβq. By Theorem 4.3 and Spωαq “ Spωβq,
(4.7)
nź
i“1
Γpp1´ x p
i´1α
pn ´ 1yq “
nź
i“1
Γpp1´ x p
i´1β
pn ´ 1yq.
Recall that for all positive integers x, y and m, Γppxq ” Γppyq mod pm if
x ” y mod pm in [La90, Lemma 14.1.1]. Then for 1 ď i ď n and a positive
integer a,
(4.8) Γpp1´ xp
i´1a
q ´ 1 yq ” Γpp1` ai ` ai`1p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ai`mp
mq mod pm`1.
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Since Γppxq “ p´1qx
śx´1
j“1,pp,jq“1 j for any integer x ě 2 and Γpp1q “ ´1,
we continue Eq. (4.8) and obtain
(4.9)
Γpp1´ xp
i´1a
q ´ 1 yq ” p´1q
1`ai`ai`1p`¨¨¨`ai`mpmpai ` ai`1p` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ai`mpmq!1.
By Eq. (4.7), (4.8), (4.9),
p´1q
řn
i“1 1`αi`αi`1p`¨¨¨`αi`mpmVmpαq “ p´1qn`spαqp1`p`¨¨¨`pmqVmpαq
“p´1qn`spβqp1`p`¨¨¨`pmqVmpβq.
Then Vmpαq ” Vmpβq mod pm`1, since spαq “ spβq. It completes the proof.

4.2. Case n “ 4. In this section, we show that Conjecture 4.5 holds for
n “ 4, although n is not a prime.
Proposition 4.15. Suppose ω´α and ω´β be regular characters of Fˆ
p4
. If
Spω´pα`kˆqq “ Spω´pβ`kˆqq for all 0 ď k ă p´1, then α and β are equivalent.
Proof. Since ω´α and ω´β are regular, we have rpαq and rpβq ą 1. By
Lemma 4.12, we have }α}1 “ }β}1 and }α}rpαq “ }β}rpβq. We may assume
that }α}rpαq “ }β}rpβq “ 0, otherwise replace α and β by α ´ {}α}rpαq and
β ´ {}α}rpαq respectively. Following from Remark 4.7, for some j and j1 we
have
pjα ” pa, α2, α3, α4q and pj1β ” pa, β2, β3, β4q
where a “ }α}1 ą α4 and a ą β4. We may also assume that m1 ě mrpαq,
otherwise, replace α and β by ´α and ´β respectively.
Assume a “ 1. Then rpαq “ rpβq “ 2 and α4 “ β4 “ 0. By spαq “ spβq,
we have mpαq “ mpβq in tp3, 1q, p2, 2qu. If mpαq “ mpβq “ p3, 1q, then
α and β are equivalent. Suppose mpαq “ mpβq “ p2, 2q. Then α, β P
tp1, 0, 1, 0q, p1, 1, 0, 0qu, that is, α, β P t1 ` p, 1 ` p2u mod p4 ´ 1. Note that
V1p1`pq ” p!1pp`1q!1 mod p2; V1p1`p2q ” p!1p!1 mod p2 and then V1p1`pq ‰
V1p1` p2q. Therefore, α ” β mod p4 ´ 1 by Lemma 4.14.
In the rest of this proof, we assume that a ą 1, which implies p ‰ 2. We
verify the statement in the following 3 cases of m1 “ #tαj | αj “ }α}1u P
t1, 2, 3u under the assumption m1 ě mrpαq.
If m1 “ 3, then α and β are equivalent.
If m1 “ 2, we only need to consider pa, a, b, 0q, pa, b, a, 0q and pa, a, 0, bq
for a ą b ě 0. First, pa, a, b, 0q and pa, a, 0, bq are distinguishable from
pa, b, a, 0q as the first two are max-consecutive. Next, for b ‰ 0, pa, a, b, 0q is
distinguishable from pa, a, 0, bq by Lemma 4.13 .
Suppose that m1 “ 1. Then mr “ 1 and α, β are both max-consecutive
and mini-consecutive. It follows that α2 “ β2 and αj`1 “ βj1`1 when
αj “ βj1 “ 0 by Lemma 4.13. If α2 “ 0, then β2 “ 0 and α3 “ β3.
As spαq “ spβq, α4 “ β4, then α and β are equivalent. If α3 “ 0, then
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α2 “ β2 ‰ 0 and β3 “ 0, α4 “ β4 by Lemma 4.13. Hence α and β are
equivalent. If α4 “ 0, a similar argument works to show that α and β are
equivalent. This completes the proof for Case n “ 4.

4.3. Case n “ 5. In this section, we show that Conjecture 4.5 holds for
n “ 5.
Proposition 4.16. Suppose that ω´α and ω´β are regular characters of
Fˆ
p5
. If Spω´pα`kˆqq “ Spω´pβ`kˆqq for all 0 ď k ď p ´ 1, then α and β are
equivalent.
Proof. By Lemma 4.12, we have tαi | 1 ď i ď 5u “ tβi | 1 ď i ď 5u as
multi-sets and we may assume that
α ” pa, α2, α3, α4, α5q and β ” pa, β2, β3, β4, β5q;
}α}rpαq “ }β}rpβq “ 0; m1pαq ě mrpαqpαq and α5, β5 ă a “ }α}1 “ }β}1. Let
tαi | 2 ď i ď 5u “ tb ě c ě d ě 0u and tβi | 2 ď i ď 5u “ tb1 ě c1 ě d1 ě 0u.
Since ω´α and ω´β are regular, we have rpαq, rpβq ą 1.
If a “ 1, then mpαq “ mpβq P tp4, 1q, p3, 2qu and α5 “ β5 “ 0 under
the assumption. For mpαq “ mpβq “ p4, 1q, α ” β ” p1, 1, 1, 1, 0q. For
mpαq “ mpβq “ p3, 2q, it suffices to show that p1, 1, 1, 0, 0q and p1, 1, 0, 1, 0q
are distinguishable. By Lemma 4.14, V1p1 ` p ` p2q{V1p1 ` p ` p3q ” pp `
1q!1{p!1 ” p`1 ‰ 1 mod p2. Hence 1`p`p2 and 1`p`p3 are distinguishable,
which implies α ” β.
In the rest of the proof, we assume that a ą 1 and then p ą 2. We
consider the following 4 cases.
If m1 “ 4, then α ” β ” pa, a, a, a, 0q.
If m1 “ 3, we only need to consider pa, a, a, b, 0q, pa, a, a, 0, bq, τ ”
pa, a, b, a, 0q, and η ” pa, a, 0, a, bq, where a ą b ě 0. pa, a, a, b, 0q and
pa, a, a, 0, bq are distinguishable from τ and η as they are max-consecutive.
By Lemma 4.13, pa, a, a, b, 0q and pa, a, a, 0, bq are distinguishable when b ‰
0. Next, we prove that τ and η are distinguishable for b ‰ 0. By p´1 ě a ą
b ą 0, then 0 ă k “ p´ b´ 1 ă p´ 1, τ ` kˆ ” pa´ b´ 1, a´ b, 0, a´ b, p´ bq
and η ` kˆ ” pa´ b, a´ b, p ´ b, a´ b´ 1, 0q. If b ă a´ 1, by
V1pτ ` kˆq
V1pη ` kˆq
” a´ b
a´ b` pa´ bqp ‰ 1 mod p
2,
τ and η are also distinguishable by Lemma 4.14. If b “ a´ 1, then pη ` kˆq
is mini-consecutive but pτ ` kˆq is not. Hence they are distinguishable.
Case rpαq “ 3 and m1 ď 2. Assume that pm1,m2,m3q “ p2, 2, 1q. By Lem-
mas 4.11 and 4.13, we consider the following distinguishable sets
tpa, a, b, b, 0qu, tpa, a, b, 0, bqu, tπ ” pa, a, 0, b, bq, ρ ” pa, b, a, 0, bqu,
and tτ ” pa, b, 0, a, bq, η ” pa, b, b, a, 0qu, where p ´ 1 ě a ą b ą 0. For
k “ p´ a, if b ‰ a´ 1, we have π` kˆ ” p0, 1, p´ a` 1, p´ a` b, p´ a` bq;
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ρ` kˆ ” p0, p´ a` b` 1, 0, p´ a` 1, p´ a` bq; τ ` kˆ ” p0, p´ a` b` 1, p´
a, 0, p ´ a ` b ` 1q, and η ` kˆ ” p0, p ´ a ` b ` 1, p ´ a ` b, 0, p ´ a ` 1q.
Then π and ρ (resp. τ and η) are distinguishable as the entries of π ` kˆ
and ρ ` kˆ (resp. τ ` kˆ and η ` kˆ) are different as multi-sets. If b “ a ´ 1,
then π ` kˆ ” p0, 1, p ´ a` 1, p ´ 1, p ´ 1q; ρ` kˆ ” p0, 0, 1, p ´ a` 1, p ´ 1q;
τ ` kˆ ” p1, 0, p ´ a ` 1, 0, 0q and η ` kˆ ” p0, 0, 0, 1, p ´ a ` 1q. Then π is
distinguishable from ρ as the entries of π ` kˆ, and ρ ` kˆ are different as
multi-sets; τ is distinguishable from η as η` kˆ is mini-consecutive but τ ` kˆ
is not.
For pm1,m2,m3q “ p2, 1, 2q, we only need to consider the following dis-
tinguishable sets:
tpa, a, b, 0, 0qu, tpa, a, 0, b, 0qu, tpa, a, 0, 0, bqu, tpa, b, a, 0, 0qu
tτ ” pa, b, 0, a, 0q, η ” pa, 0, b, a, 0qu, where p ´ 1 ě a ą b ą 0. For k “
p ´ b ´ 1, τ ` kˆ ” pa ´ b ´ 1, 0, p ´ b, a ´ b ´ 1, p ´ bq and η ` kˆ ” pa ´
b´ 1, p ´ b, p´ 1, a´ b´ 1, p´ bq. Then τ and η are distinguishable as the
entries of τ ` kˆ and η ` kˆ are not equal as multi-sets.
For pm1,m2,m3q “ p1, 3, 1q, there are the following cases:
pa, b, b, b, 0q, τ ” pa, b, b, 0, bq, η ” pa, b, 0, b, bq, pa, 0, b, b, bq.
By Lemma 4.13, pa, b, b, b, 0q (resp. pa, 0, b, b, bq) is distinguishable. For k “
p´b, τ` kˆ ” pa´b`1, 1, 1, p´b`1, 0q and η` kˆ ” pa´b`1, 1, p´b`1, 0, 1q.
Then τ and η are distinguishable by Lemma 4.13.
Case rpαq “ 4 and m1 ď 2. For pm1,m2,m3,m4q “ p2, 1, 1, 1q, if α1 “
α2 “ a, then α is distinguishable by Lemma 4.13, with the similar argument
to the case m1 “ 1 when n “ 4. By Lemma 4.13, the rest of distinguishable
sets are
tη1 ” pa, b, a, c, 0q, η2 ” pa, c, a, b, 0q, η3 ” pa, 0, a, b, cq, η4 ” pa, 0, a, c, bqu,
tpa, c, a, 0, bqu, tpa, b, a, 0, cqu,
where p ´ 1 ě a ą b ą c ą 0. Let w “ p ´ b ´ 1. We have the p-adic
expansions:
η1 ` wˆ ” pa´ b´ 1, 0, a ´ b, p´ b` c, p ´ b´ 1q,
η2 ` wˆ ” pa´ b´ 1, p ´ b` c, a´ b´ 1, 0, p ´ bq,
η3 ` wˆ ” pa´ b´ 1, p ´ b, a´ b´ 1, 0, p ´ b` cq,
η4 ` wˆ ” pa´ b´ 1, p ´ b, a´ b´ 1, p ´ b` c, p ´ 1q,
and we obtain distinguishable sets tη1u, tη4u and tη2, η3u by comparing
those multi-sets formed by their entries.
If b ‰ a´1, then η2 and η3 are distinguishable by Lemma 4.13. If b “ a´1,
η2 ` pw ” p0, p ´ b` c, 0, 0, p ´ bq
η3 ` pw ” p0, p ´ b, 0, 0, p ´ a` cq
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are distinguishable by reducing to the casem1p´pη2`zp´ aqq “ 3 as previous
discussed cases.
For pm1,m2,m3,m4q “ p1, 2, 1, 1q, by Lemma 4.11, we have the following
distinguishable sets,
tη ” pa, b, c, 0, bq, η1 ” pa, b, 0, b, cqu, tτ ” pa, c, b, 0, bq, τ 1 ” pa, c, 0, b, bqu,
tπ ” pa, 0, b, b, cq, π1 ” pa, 0, b, c, bqu, tρ ” pa, b, b, c, 0q, ρ1 ” pa, b, c, b, 0qu,
tpa, c, b, b, 0qu, and tδ ” pa, b, b, 0, cq, δ1 ” pa, b, 0, c, bqu, tpa, 0, c, b, bqu,
where p´ 1 ě a ą b ą c ą 0. Let z “ p´ b.
Since
δ`zˆ ” pa´b, 1, 1, p´b`1, p´b`cq, δ1`zˆ ” pa´b`1, 1, p´b`1, p´b`c, 0q,
they are distinguishable by Lemma 4.12.
If c ‰ b´ 1, then
η`zˆ ” pa´b`1, 1, p´b`c`1, p´b, 0q, η1`zˆ ” pa´b, 1, p´b`1, 0, p´b`c`1q;
τ`zˆ ” pa´b`1, p´b`c`1, 0, p´b`1, 0q, τ 1`zˆ ” pa´b`1, p´b`c`1, p´b, 0, 1q;
π`zˆ ” pa´b, p´b`1, 0, 1, p´b`c`1q, π1`zˆ ” pa´b`1, p´b`1, 0, p´b`c`1, 0q;
ρ`zˆ ” pa´b, 1, 1, p´b`c`1, p´bq, ρ1`zˆ ” pa´b, 1, p´b`c`1, 0, p´b`1q.
Then they are all distinguishable by Lemma 4.12.
If b “ c` 1, then
η ` zˆ ” pa´ b` 1, 1, 0, p ´ b` 1, 0q, η1 ` zˆ ” pa´ b` 1, 1, p ´ b` 1, 0, 0q;
τ ` zˆ ” pa´ b` 1, 0, 1, p ´ b` 1, 0q, τ 1 ` zˆ ” pa´ b` 1, 0, p ´ b` 1, 0, 1q;
π ` zˆ ” pa´ b` 1, p ´ b` 1, 0, 1, 0q, π1 ` zˆ ” pa´ b` 1, p´ b` 1, 0, 0, 1q;
ρ` zˆ ” pa´ b, 1, 1, 0, p ´ b` 1q, ρ1 ` zˆ ” pa´ b, 1, 0, 1, p ´ b` 1q.
Then η and η1 (resp. ρ and ρ1) are distinguishable by Lemma 4.13; τ and τ 1
are distinguishable by V1pτ ` zˆq ‰ V1pτ 1 ` zˆq; π and π1 are distinguishable
by Lemma 4.13 for a ‰ b ` 1 and by reducing to the case m1pπq “ 3 for
a “ b` 1.
The case pm1,m2,m3,m4q “ p1, 1, 2, 1q is symmetric to the previous one.
Case rpαq “ 5. Assume that α1 “ β1 “ a, and
tαi | 1 ď i ď 5u “ tβi | 1 ď i ď 5u “ ta, b, c, d, 0u,
where p´ 1 ě a ą b ą c ą d ą 0. First, we have α2 “ β2 by Lemma 4.13.
For α2 ‰ b´ 1 and α2 ‰ a´ 1, applying Lemma 4.13 and considering the
entry next to the unique 0 entry in α`zp´ b (resp. β `zp´ bq, we see that
the entries next to b in α and β are the same. Hence α “ β by Lemma 4.13.
If α2 “ a´1, then b “ a´1. By considering the entry next to the unique
0 entry in α ` {p´ b´ 1 (resp. β ` {p´ b´ 1q, we see that the entries next
to b in α and β are the same. Hence α “ β by Lemma 4.13.
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For α2 “ b ´ 1,then c “ b ´ 1 and we have the following distinguishable
sets:
tη ” pa, c, b, d, 0q, η1 ” pa, c, d, b, 0qu, tτ ” pa, c, 0, b, dq, τ 1 ” pa, c, d, 0, bqu,
tπ ” pa, c, 0, d, bq, π1 ” pa, c, b, 0, dqu.
Since Gbpηq˝ (resp. Gbpτq˝) and Gbpη1q˝ (resp. Gbpτ 1q˝) have the different
numbers of connected components, we have η, η1, τ and τ are distinguish-
able. Also π and π1 are distinguishable by Lemma 4.12.

4.4. Case p “ 2 and Mersenne primes. In this section, we will consider
the case when 2n ´ 1 is prime and p “ 2. Recall that Mersenne primes
are primes of the form 2n ´ 1, and in this case n must be a prime. We will
verify that Conjecture 4.5 holds in this special case.
Proposition 4.17. If 2n ´ 1 is a prime (Mersenne prime), Conjecture 4.5
holds.
Proof. We will prove this statement by considering the factorization of the
principal ideals generated by the Gauss sums in cyclotomic fields. Let us
recall Theorem 11.2.2 in [BEW98]. We follow the notation in [BEW98,
Section 11.2]. Define the cyclotomic field M “ Qpε, µpn´1q, where ε is a
primitive p-th root of unity. Let OM be the ring of integers of M . Denote
by T a complete set of coset representatives for the multiplicative quotient
group R{xpy where R “ pZ{ppn´1qZqˆ, so the cardinality of T is φppn´1q{n
where φ is the Euler φ-function.
For any integer j coprime to pn´ 1, define the automorphism σj of M by
σj : µpn´1 ÞÑ µjpn´1, σj : ε ÞÑ ε.
Write P to be a prime ideal lying above p in Qpε, µpn´1q and Pj “ σjpPq.
Then we obtain the prime ideal factorization pOM “
ś
jPT P
p´1
j . By [BEW98,
Theorem 11.2.2], for an integer a ı 0 mod pn ´ 1,
(4.10) Spω´aqOM “
ź
jPT
P
spajq
j´1 ,
where j´1 is the inverse of j mod pn ´ 1.
Now let us apply the ideal factorization Eq. (4.10) to our case. Assume
that Spω´αq “ Spω´βq for non-trivial characters ω´α and ω´β. Since 2n´1
is a prime, the orders of ω´α and ω´β are 2n´1. If Spω´αq “ Spω´βq, then
spcαq “ spcβq for all c coprime to 2n ´ 1 by Eq. (4.10).
Take an integer c such that c ” α´1 mod 2n ´ 1. Then sp1q “ spβα´1q.
Note that spcq “ 1 if and only if c “ 2i for some i. Then βα´1 ” 2i mod
2n ´ 1 is equivalent to β ” 2iα mod 2n ´ 1. This completes the proof. 
Example 4.18. The 50-th Mersenne prime, M50 “ 277232917´1, was found
at December 26, 2017, and it becomes the largest prime number known to
the mankind. Then Conjecture 4.5 holds for GL77232917pF2q.
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4.5. n ˆ 1 counterexamples. In this section, we give counterexamples to
nˆ1 Local Converse Problem, i.e. we need more than twisted gamma factors
against characters of Fpˆ to determine a unique cuspidal representation of
GLnpFpq up to isomorphism. Note that these examples do not contradict to
Conjecture 4.1 or 4.5, since these representations are not primitive.
Let t ě 3 be an integer and p “ 3. Referring to [BEW98, Theorem
11.6.1], for all characters χ of Fˆ
32t
of order 3t ` 1, one has Spχq “ ´pt. For
instance, let a be a positive integer coprime to pt ` 1. Taking χ “ ωappt´1q,
we have a regular character χ. For k “ 0 or 1, by definition appt ´ 1q ` kˆ “
appt ´ 1q ` k pt`1
2
ppt ´ 1q “ pa ` k pt`1
2
qppt ´ 1q, it follows that ωappt´1q`kˆ
is of order pt ` 1 or pt`1
2
depending on the parity of t. In both cases,
Spωappt´1q`kˆq “ p´pqt. If the Euler φ-function φppt ` 1q ě 4t, then there
exist two positive integers a and b such that a and b are coprime to pt`1 and
a ‰ pjb mod p2t ´ 1 for all j. Then we have two regular characters ωα and
ωβ of order pt`1 such that α ‰ pjβ mod p2t ´ 1 for all j, where α “ appt´1q
and βppt ´ 1q. Let π and τ be the irreducible cuspidal representations of
GL2tpFpq corresponding to ωα and ωβ respectively. By α ‰ pjβ mod p2t ´ 1
for all j, π and τ are not isomorphic. However, for all characters η of Fpˆ ,
γpπ ˆ η, ψq “ γpπ ˆ η, ψq. For example, when n “ 6, φp33 ` 1q “ 12 and
this is a counter example for GL6pF3q ˆGL1pF3q Local Converse Problem.
4.6. n ˆ 1 Local Converse Theorem for level zero supercuspidal.
Following Theorem 3.11 and the established nˆ 1 Local Converse Theorem
for finite field case, the following theorems hold.
Theorem 4.19. Let Fp be the p-adic field with prime residue field. Let π1
and π2 be a pair of irreducible, unitarizable, level zero supercuspidal repre-
sentations of GLnpFpq, 2 ď n ď 5. Suppose that
Γps, π1 ˆ χ,ψFpq “ Γps, π2 ˆ χ,ψFpq, for all χ P pFˆp ,
then π1 and π2 are isomorphic.
Proof. The result follows [JiNiS15] for n “ 2, 3 and Theorem 3.11; 4.15;
4.16 for n “ 4, 5.

Theorem 4.20. Let F be a p-adic field with q elements in the residue field.
Let π1 and π2 be a pair of irreducible, unitarizable, level zero supercuspidal
representations of GLnpFq, n ă q´12?q ` 1. Suppose that
Γps, π1 ˆ χ,ψFpq “ Γps, π2 ˆ χ,ψF q, for all χ P pFˆ,
then π1 and π2 are isomorphic.
Proof. The result follows [JiNiS15] for n “ 2, 3, Theorems 3.11 and A.1. 
Theorem 4.21. Let F2 be the the 2-adic field with residue field of 2 el-
ements. Assume that 2n ´ 1 is a Mersenne prime. Let π1 and π2 be a
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pair of irreducible, unitarizable, level zero supercuspidal representations of
GLnpF2q. Suppose that
Γps, π1 ˆ χ,ψF2q “ Γps, π2 ˆ χ,ψF2q, for all χ P pFˆ2 ,
then π1 and π2 are isomorphic.
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Appendix A. A remark on Gauss sums
Zhiwei Yun 3
Theorem A.1. Let q be a prime power, ψ : Fq Ñ Cˆ a nontrivial character.
Let n ě 1 be an integer satisfying n ă q´1
2
?
q
` 1. Let χ1, χ2 : Fˆqn Ñ Cˆ two
characters. Suppose that for any character η : Fqˆ Ñ Cˆ there is an equality
of Gauss sums (for the finite field Fqn)
Gpχ1 ¨ η, ψq “ Gpχ2 ¨ η, ψq.
Then χ1 and χ2 are in the same Frobenius orbit, i.e., there exists j P Z such
that χ1 “ χq
j
2
.
Before giving the proof we recall some results of Deligne and Katz on
Kloosterman sheaves. Let ℓ be any prime different from charpFqq, and choose
an embedding ι : Qℓ ãÑ C. The characters ψ,χi all take values in Qℓ Ă C.
The embedding ι also gives an archimedean norm | ¨ | on Qℓ.
Consider the diagram of schemes over a finite field k
Gm G
n
m
σ
//
π
oo A1
where σpa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq “ a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` an and πpa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an. Let
ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξn be characters of kˆ, each giving a Kummer local system Lξi on
Gm. The additive character ψ gives an Artin-Schreier local system ASψ on
A1. We form the ℓ-adic complex on Gm
Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq :“ Rπ!σ˚ASψrn ´ 1s.
We shall need the following facts about Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq.
Theorem A.2 (Deligne and Katz). (1) Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq is a local sys-
tem of rank n concentrated in degree 0 (and is called the Kloosterman
sheaf).
(2) Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq is irreducible as a Qℓ-local system over Gmb k (in
fact already as a representation of the inertia group at 8).
(3) Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq is pure of weight n ´ 1 on Gm with respect to the
embedding ι.
(4) The dual local system of Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq is Klpψ; ξ´11 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξ´1n q b
Qℓpn´ 1q, where ψpaq “ ψp´aq.
(5) The semi-simplified monodromy of Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq at 0, as a rep-
resentation of the tame inertia group at 0, is the direct sum of char-
acters given by ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξn.
(6) For any two sets of multiplicative characters ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξn and η1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ηn
of kˆ, the Swan conductor of Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnqbKlpψ; η1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ηnq at
8 is n´ 1.
3Supported by the Packard Foundation.
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For (1) and (3), see [1, Thm. 7.8 and Remark 7.18]; for (2), see [2, Cor.
4.1.2]; for (4), see [2, Cor.4.1.3]; for (5), see [2, Prop 7.3.2]; for (6), see [2,
Prop.10.4.1].
Proof of Theorem A.1. Let k “ Fq and k1 “ Fqn . Consider the diagram of
schemes over k “ Fq
Gm Resk1{kGm
Tr
//
Nm
oo A1 .
Recall that χi gives a Kummer local system Lχi on Resk1{kGm: the Lang
cover π : Resk1{kGm Ñ Resk1{kGm is a pResk1{kGmqpkq “ k1ˆ-torsor, and Lχi
is the direct summand of π˚Qℓ on which k1ˆ acts via χi. Consider the ℓ-adic
complex on Gm
Ki “ RNm!pTr˚ASψ b Lχiq.
For a P kˆ, consider the trace of the geometric Frobenius at a acting on the
stalk of Ki:
Kipaq :“ TrpFroba,Ki|aq.
From the construction of Ki and the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula,
we have for any a P kˆ “ Gmpkq,
Kipaq “ p´1qn´1
ÿ
bPk1ˆ,Nmpbq“a
χipbqψpTrk1{kpbqq.
The fact that Gpχ1 ¨η, ψq “ Gpχ2 ¨η, ψq for all characters η of Fpˆ implies,
via the inverse Fourier transform on kˆ, thatÿ
bPk1ˆ,Nmpbq“a
χ1pbqψpTrk1{kpbqq “
ÿ
bPk1ˆ,Nmpbq“a
χ2pbqψpTrk1{kpbqq
for all a P kˆ. Therefore,
(A.1) K1paq “ K2paq, @a P kˆ.
If we base change from k to k1, then Resk1{kGm becomes a split torus Gnm,
and Lχi becomes the external tensor product of the Kummer local systems
L
χ
qj
i
for j P Z{nZ – Galpk1{kq. Therefore,
Ki|Gmbk1 – Klpψ,χi, χqi , ¨ ¨ ¨ , χq
n´1
i q.
Suppose χ1 and χ2 are not in the same Frobenius orbit, then the multi-
sets of characters tχ1, χq1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , χq
n´1
1
u and tχ2, χq2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , χq
n´1
2
u are different.
Therefore K1 and K2 have different semi-simplified monodromy at 0 by The-
orem A.2(5). Hence they are not isomorphic to each other over Gm b k.
Now consider the cohomology of K_
1
b K2. Since K1 and K2 are not
geometrically isomorphic, one has H˚pGm b k,K_1 bK2q “ 0 for ˚ ‰ 1. By
Theorem A.2 (6) and (4), we have
Swan8pK_1 bK2q “ n´ 1.
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Therefore by the Grothendieck-Ogg-Shafarevich formula,
(A.2) dimH1cpGm b k,K_1 bK2q “ Swan8pK_1 bK2q “ n´ 1.
By the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula,
(A.3) ´ TrpFrob,H1cpGm b k,K_1 bK2qq “
ÿ
aPkˆ
K_1 paqK2paq.
One the other hand, consider the cohomology of EndpK1q “ K_1 b K1.
Let End0pK1q be the trace-free summand of EndpK1q, then EndpK1q –
Qℓ ‘ End0pK1q. Since K1 is geometrically irreducible by Theorem A.2 (2),
H˚c pGm b k,End0pK1qq “ 0 for ˚ ‰ 1. The same Swan conductor calculation
as for K1 bK_2 shows that
(A.4)
dimH1cpGm b k,End0pK1qq “ Swan8pEnd0pK1qq “ Swan8pK_1 bK1q “ n´1.
By the Grothendieck-Lefschetz trace formula,
´TrpFrob,H1cpGm b k,End0pK1qqq ` q ´ 1
“ ´TrpFrob,H1cpGm b k,End0pK1qqq ` TrpFrob,H˚c pGm b k,Qℓqq
“ TrpFrob,H˚c pGm b k,K_1 bK1qq
“
ÿ
aPkˆ
K_1 paqK1paq.(A.5)
Comparing (A.5) and (A.3), using (A.1), we get
(A.6)
´TrpFrob,H1cpGm b k,K_1 bK2qq “ ´TrpFrob,H1cpGm b k,End0pK1qqq`q´1.
Now since Ki are pure of weight n´1 by Theorem A.2 (3), we have K_1 bK2
and End0pK1q are both pure of weight 0. Hence H1cpGm b k,K_1 bK2q and
H1cpGm b k,End0pK1qq have weights ď 1 (in fact pure of weight 1 but we
shall not need this fact). Using the rank calculations (A.2) and (A.4), we
get
|TrpFrob,H1cpGm b k,K_1 bK2qq| ď pn´ 1q
?
q,
|TrpFrob,H1cpGm b k,End0pK1qqq| ď pn´ 1q
?
q.
Together with (A.6) we get
q ´ 1 ď 2pn ´ 1q?q
or n ě q´1
2
?
q
` 1 equivalently, contradicting the condition that n ă q´1
2
?
q
` 1.
Therefore χ1 and χ2 must be in the same Frobenius orbit. 
Remark A.3. Theorem A.1 admits the following generalization. For any
e´tale Fq-algebra A of degree n, any character χ : A
ˆ Ñ Cˆ, one can define
the Gauss sum
GApχ,ψq :“
ÿ
aPAˆ
χpaqψpTrA{kpaqq.
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Now let A,A1 be two e´tale Fq-algebras of degree n, and χ, χ1 be characters
of Aˆ and A1ˆ respectively. The character χ can be viewed as a Frob-stable
divisor (i.e., integral linear combination of elements) of Γ “ limÝÑ
yFˆqn (using
inflation via norm maps as transition maps) of degree n. If χ and χ1 define
the same divisors of Γ, then for any character η of Fqˆ , we have
(A.7) ǫAGApχ ¨ η, ψq “ ǫA1GA1pχ1 ¨ η, ψq.
Here ǫA “ p´1qn´r, if A – k1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆkr where ki are fields (so ǫA is the sign
of the permutation action of Frobenius on the k-points of Spec A).
The corresponding generalization of Theorem A.1 reads: if n ă q´1
2
?
q
` 1
and (A.7) holds for all characters η of Fqˆ , then χ and χ
1 define the same
divisors of Γ. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem A.1.
Remark A.4. Theorem A.1 does not say anything when n is large compared
to
?
q. However, Conjecture 2.6 predicts that when n is prime, the conclu-
sion of Theorem A.1 should be true for any q. This suggests the following
conjecture for Kloosterman sheaves.
Conjecture A.5. Let n be a prime. Let ψ : Fq Ñ Qˆℓ be a nontrivial
character. Let ξi, ηi P Γ “ limÝÑ
yFˆqn for 1 ď i ď n. Assume that the Klooster-
man sheaves Klpψ; ξ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ξnq and Klpψ; η1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ηnq, originally defined over
Gm,Fq , descend to local systems K1 and K2 over Gm,Fq (this is equivalent to
saying that the divisors
řn
i“1 ξi and
řn
i“1 ηi on Γ are Frobenius invariant).
If K1 and K2 have the same Frobenius traces on all Fq-points of Gm, then
K1 – K2, and in particular,
řn
i“1 ξi “
řn
i“1 ηi as divisors on Γ.
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